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Summary

The- thesis consists ol three independent parts.

1. The first part concerns the combinatorial discrepancy for the set system
Sft o! sumr ot t h r e < > ar i thmetic : progressions in (0. t n — 1 } This is a
very na tu r a l extension of the qnesiion for single a r i thmet ic progressions,
which was tor a long t ime an important open problem in discrepancy
theory and is now well-known to be O f ? ; 1 / 1 ) (Roth (1964). Beck (19S1) ,
and Matousek and Spencer (1990)).

Improving on earlier bounds by Hebbinghaus (2004}, the candidate shows
thai the discrepancy of S'^ is at least i l ( i i } / ' 2 ) . which is almost tight,
since a standard probabilistic: argument shows that any set. system of"
size polynomial in it has discrepancy at most O( \/n log /;,) . The proof
uses the eigenvalue bound method. In the main technical lemma., for
every prime // and integer 0 < ./ < n. a set Ct C {0. 1 -n — 1} is
constructed such that (i) C'j is the sum of three ari thmetic progressions.
(i i ) jk (mod 71.) r_ { ( ) , . . . , n/6} U {fm/G,. . . ,71 - 1} for all A: e C, and
( i i i ) K-"; > i t ( ' n ) . Shifted copies of tlie sets Cj form a so-called wrapped
system of n" sets. whose discrepancy asymptotically lower bounds tha t of
tS^. Moreover, the Laplacian of the wrapped system is a circulant matrix,
whose eigenvalues are easy to annly/e; specifically, Properties ( i i ) and ( i i i )
ensure that the smallest eigenvalue of" the Laplacian is fi(//~). For a set
system of size n~. this implies that , the discrepancy is at least. Si(i/77).

'Iliese results were very recently further strengthened by Hebbinghaus
{2006). who proved that the same lower bound of i l ( ^ r ) } also holds tor
sums of two arithmetic progressions. The thesis also contains an alterna-
tive proof of this result..

2. The second par t of the thesis concerns graph (vertex) colorings with small
monochromatic connected components. Specifically, it is shown t h a t for



every two-coloring of a triangulated (-/-dimensional grid of sidelength ;>.
there exists a monochromatic component of size at least /> ' ~] /V<L which
is t i gh t up to a, constant, far tor, as shown by the diagonal layer coloring;
for a grid wi th all diagonals added, the lower is improved to n''~' — c/2nr '~2,
which is tight up to the lower-order term.

The first step of the proof uses topological arguments. The main lemma
states that for a. sufficiently connected simple graph G on i> vertices
(namely, if G can be extended to a simply connected simplicial com-
plex by glueing in higher-dimensional faces (triangles suffice)), there is a
monochromatic connected scpaTiitor. i.e.. a subset of vertices upon whose
removal all remaining connected components have1 sixe at most /?/2.

Grid graphs with added diagonals satisfy the assumptions of the topolog-
ical lemma. The second step uses edge and vertex isoperimetric inequal-
ities in the grid to deduce lower bounds for the si/e of a monochromatic
connected separator in each of the two causes.

3. The t h i r d part of the thesis concerns the problem of reconstructing a set
of points in the plane from finitely many orthogonal projections ("dis-
crete X-rays"). I t is shown that for (-very integer k > 0. any generic set
of A; projection directions is "good" in the sense that allows to uniquely
reconstruct any set of 2rA'// '"^ or fewer points, for some constant C.
Here, "generic" means that for each k. there is a f i n i t e list of 2A--variate
polynomials such that, the coordiuat.es of each bad A;-tuple of projection
directions lie in the zero set, of one of the polynomials. This i.s comple-
mented by upper bounds that show that, for any k projection directions,
one can construct two sets of 1.81712*' points wi th the same projections
(for multisets, the bn.se i.s further improved to 1.7WHM).

For the proof of the lower bound, the first step is again linear-a.lgebraic.
From a potential counterexample of two sets of n points having the same
project ions in directions ti\, a biparl ite "interchange" graph is con-
structed whose edges are partitioned ("colored") in to A: perfect matchiiigs.
For a.ny subgraph of this interchange graph with the right number ('2n — '2)
of edges, the incidence matrix is in a. suitable enriched to a square matrix
w i t h '2k indeterminates. and it is shown that the determinant of the re-
sulting matrices vanishes if the coordinates of the ;/.,'s are substituted for
the indeterminates.

In t he second step, it is shown that under certain combinatorial conditions
on t h e subgraph, t h i s determinant is actually non/ero as a polynomial,
and by a. quite intricate1 probabilistic argument it. is shown that for 71 <
2("A/ I"|;A', there is a suitable subgraph that meets these conditions.

Comments

There are a couple? of small inaccuracies in the presentation: First, in the def-
inition of a circulant matrix (pp. 12-13) the rows should be shif ted to the



right, not, to the left, in order to guarantee the simple form of eigenvectors and
-values. Secondly, the specification of the parameter d-2 in proof of Lemma 2.N
(p. 18} is not quite correct., it should he <72 = ~^iL r '7 riJ (mod n). Neither of
these affects I he validity of the proots. Beyond this. I only found a few typos
and minor mistakes too t r i v i a l to deserve mentioning.

Evaluation

This is a very nice thesis that contains a number of interesting new result.s.
Moreover, it is also well-writ ten; t he presentation is well-structured, and con-
cise, and apart from the two minor comments above, very precise and clear.

Personally, my favorite- result is the auxiliary topological lemma on monochro-
matic connected separators, which I think is of independent interest and has a
significant potential for fu r the r extensions and applications.

I am particularly impressed by the variety of methods that are used in t h e
proofs: algebraic techniques as well as topological arguments are combined wi th
clever observations and intricate combinatorial and probabilistic arguments.
The candidate's work shows a well-rounded general mathematical background
as well as technical strength and versatility.

Summarizing, I think this thesis meets high standards and should be ac-
cenled as a doctoral dissertation.
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